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“May God Have Mercy Upon My Enemies, Because I Won’t . . . ”
—General George Patton, Jr.
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For “M”, whom so many have sacrificed to help you; may God
grant you the strength to help yourself.
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Preface
While you are having sex, unless you are an exhibitionist,
you probably close the door to the bedroom. You probably make
sure the blinds or shutters are closed just in case a nosey neighbor
with a telescope may be watching. Even worse, there may be
voyeurs with cameras who place themselves at your windows
hoping to put you and your significant other on the Web.
Let’s face it, amateur and voyeur pornography is booming
with the advent of the Internet and relative anonymity of its
producers and customers. Now, imagine they do not need
cameras to see inside your bedroom, hear your phone calls,
hear your very thoughts and control your moods and actions.
This technology would allow a group of criminals to break into
your home, when they know you’re away and neighbors aren’t
watching. They spend days successfully hiding high-definition
cameras and microphones in walls, appliances, and ceilings.
Bingo! Your sex life is now open to viewing on a plethora of
domestic and foreign sex Web sites unknown to you of course...
Members only, please!
Imagine no further, this technology does exist. It’s called
satellite surveillance; a weapon meant for government use that’s
being hacked into by criminals for very sinister purposes. Its
classified technology that the Government cannot admit exists,
regardless of the lack of safeguards keeping the system from
being hacked into. They know the cat is out of the bag and won’t
do anything about it! Everyone is familiar with the pandemonium
the government had to deal with involving the Patriot Act, FBI
or NSA phone taps and loss of privacy. The ACLU has given
them hell over the basics. In today’s climate, the government
is not going to admit losing control of a satellite surveillance
7
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system capable of seeing you indoors, controlling your thoughts,
hearing your thoughts, and attacking you to keep you in line.
The book you’re about to read is an account of this technology
gone way astray. I’ve put up with it for years, as have others. It
may read like fiction...it’s not. Thousands of people are being
targeted by criminals accessing this satellite surveillance system.
In my case, at least, I know who they are! The names have been
changed to protect the guilty, pending further investigation and
litigation. Big Brother is definitely watching ...but he may be
one of your neighbors, not the government.
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Chapter 1
Background
Before starting medical school in Ft. Worth, Texas I worked
as an operating room technician in San Antonio, my hometown,
and now my permanent residence. I attended several universities
eventually earning a Bachelor of Science degree in Biology
from the University of Texas at San Antonio, with a minor in
Philosophy and Theology. I made some close friends in college,
and partied when I could and worked when I should.
After losing my girlfriend in a drunken automobile wreck on
the Texas coast, my life began to change. She had gone to the
beach on Spring Break with a girlfriend who had gotten drunk
and driven them at high speed into a telephone pole. Merry was
killed instantly. I found out one month later after going to her
parents’ house wondering why I hadn’t heard from her.
We had argued about her going on this trip. The meeting was
dramatic for her mother and me. The whole thing was brought
back to the forefront of her mother’s mind by my visit and I
came away depressed and enraged at myself for not checking
into what happened to her sooner. My life changed drastically
after that day.
I submerged myself in school and work, cutting back on the
partying in an attempt to keep a GPA good enough to enter medical
school. I was working part-time at an ambulatory surgical center
as an anesthesia technician. The center was partially owned by
a group of physicians, one of whom was Dr. Harry Shelby, MD.
Shelby, an ear nose and throat surgeon, did the bulk of the cases
there. Mostly children getting ear tubes, tonsillectomies, and nasal
endoscopies. He had long since traded doing the more difficult
neck and cancer type surgeries for the ambulatory easy-life.
9
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Young, healthy patients went home at the end of the day
and were taken care of in lucrative bulk. Those surgeries made
Shelby a lot of money without a lot of patient follow-up, hospital
admissions or hospital calls. I guess he figured he had paid
his dues with the long-term patients and left the more serious
surgeries to his partners.
Dr. Cohen is a gregarious character, silver haired and redcheeked, with a somewhat volatile temperament. He tries to
personify the “good ole Texas boy” character. He is a consummate
hunter and fisherman, preferring a Ford F-250 to a Mercedes
to pull off his “good ole boy” characterization. When we first
met, he was a lot of fun to be around. We worked hard and we
played even harder. However, Dr. Cohen had a dark side; he
was a heavy drinker. His favorites are black label Jack Daniels,
vodka and grapefruit and Franzia wine by the box. Quite the
womanizer, he has a wife and two sons, a long-time girlfriend
and prostitutes on every hunting and fishing trip too numerous to
mention here. He’s a “guy’s guy” if you know what I mean. He’s
fun to be around, but you wouldn’t want to be married to him
and certainly wouldn’t want him married to your sister! Little
did I know in 1987 that befriending him would ruin my life and
the life of my fiancée years later.
I entered medical school at the University of North Texas
Health Science Center in Ft. Worth in 1988. I visited San
Antonio quite often the first two years, working part-time
during the summer and courting my wife-to-be, Kathy. We
eventually married and I became husband and instant father to
two very rambunctious boys from her previous marriage. As
with most medical students, I was absorbed by my curricular
demands and paid little attention to the family. By the time I
finished medical school I received my medical degree and a
divorce simultaneously. Very few marriages survive the grueling
schedule and sacrifices that medical school imposes on you.
Mine was no different.
Content to be single until I at least started residency, I screwed
anything with a vagina in the greater Dallas/Ft. Worth area while
Kathy took her kids back to San Antonio. As a graduating medical
10
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student, I looked into various residency programs. I entered my
name into a “match system” which matches interviewees with
specific training programs across the U.S. As a prospect, I ranked
the programs I wanted to attend and the programs ranked me on
desired residency program.
Somewhere in a dark basement a state-of-the-art computer
program matched me up with a residency program after publishing
my results on the back page of a USA Today newspaper. It
appears that my destiny was already in place. When match day
finally came I knew the location of my future home.
Fortunately two of my closest friends and I were destined for
the State of Ohio. I rode a motorcycle to medical school every
day wearing only T-shirts and cut-off denim shorts...come rain
or shine! Living in Texas gets one accustomed to thinking “we
don’t need a coat”!
In 1992 Michael Lissner, Ken Stephens and I left for the
Great White North. We started our orthopedic, neurology and
anesthesia residencies respectfully. Following completion of our
training we went our separate ways, yet we have remained lifelong friends. Scattered among the grueling work days with little
pay, the three of us managed to get a lot of scuba diving done in
Cozumel, Mexico...our home away from home.
Upon finishing residency, Mike moved back to Colorado,
Glen stayed in Cleveland and I returned to San Antonio. We’ve
stayed in touch over the years, but I have never confided in them
what I found lurking in San Antonio upon my return home. Mike
was finally getting married, Glen was finally getting divorced
and I decided my troubles were just that...my troubles.
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